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§ Status of Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Custody Rule Proposal – February 15, 2023
§ Form PF – Adoption anticipated relatively soon
§ Other Rulemaking with implications for private funds:

§ Cybsecurity
§ ESG Investment Practices
§ Beneficial Ownership Reporting
§ Adviser Outsourcing
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Proposed Requirements

§ Quarterly Statements. SEC-registered advisers would be required to provide private fund investors with
quarterly statements for any fund with at least two full calendar quarters of operating results, which include,
among other items:
§ Detailed accounting of all fees / expenses paid by the fund each quarter
§ Disclosure of compensation or other amounts paid by the fund’s portfolio investments to the adviser or

any of its related persons
§ Disclosure of standardized information regarding the private fund’s performance, contingent on

whether the fund is a liquid or illiquid (e.g., private equity) fund, including, for illiquid funds, gross and
net fund-level returns, and gross returns for the realized and unrealized portion of the portfolio (shown
separately)

§ Annual Audits. SEC-registered private fund advisers would be required to obtain an annual audit for each
private fund, and distribute the audited financial statements to investors “promptly” after the audit’s
completion
§ This proposed requirement would be separate and distinct from the Custody Rule requirements and

differs from the Custody Rule in that it does not provide for the option of a surprise examination in lieu
of an audit, and does not incorporate certain exceptions permitted under the Custody Rule for advisers
who do not have “custody” of fund assets

§ The proposed requirement would impose stricter standards on non-U.S. sponsors than previous
Custody Rule guidance, as it does not permit U.S. GAAP reconciliations to be provided solely to U.S.
person investors
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Proposed Requirements (continued)

§ Annual Audits. (continued)
§ SEC-registered advisers would be required to obtain an audit for each of their

private funds that is:
§ Performed by an independent public accountant
§ Performed at least annually and upon liquidation
§ Performed in accordance with U.S. GAAP or, for financial statements of

non-U.S. funds or funds with a general partner with a principal place of
business outside the U.S., substantially similar to statements prepared in
accordance with U.S. GAAP (with any material differences reconciled)

§ Distributed “promptly” after completion of the audit to current private fund
investors (“promptly” is not defined)

§ Additionally, a written agreement between the adviser or the private fund and
the independent public accountant must require that the accountant notify the
SEC’s Division of Examinations within four (4) business days of the termination
of the auditor’s engagement or promptly upon the issuance of a modified
opinion
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Proposed Requirements (continued)

§ Adviser-Led Secondary Transactions. SEC-registered advisers, in connection with
any adviser-led secondary transaction, would be required to obtain and deliver to the
selling fund’s investors:
§ A third-party fairness opinion on the price being offered for any asset being sold

in the transaction
§ A summary of any material business relationships between the adviser or its

related persons and the fairness opinion provider
§ Proposal defines “adviser-led secondary transaction” as a transaction initiated by

the adviser or any of its related persons that offers private fund investors the choice
to:
§ Sell all or a portion of their interests in the private fund; or
§ Convert or exchange all or a portion of their interests in the private fund for

interests in another vehicle advised by the adviser or any of its related persons
§ Written Annual Compliance Reviews. SEC-registered advisers (including those that

do not advise private funds) would be required to document the annual review of
their compliance policies and procedures in writing
§ Although many advisers already prepare written annual reviews as a widely

adopted “best practice,” the current compliance rule (Advisers Act Rule 206(4)-
7) does not explicitly require it
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
• Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Prohibited Practices

§ Indemnities / Exculpation. Private fund advisers would be prohibited from seeking 
reimbursement, indemnification, exculpation or limitation of their liability by a fund or its 
investors for a breach of fiduciary duty, willful misfeasance, bad faith, recklessness and even 
ordinary negligence in providing services to private funds
§ Under a broad reading, this could potentially extend to a number of adviser affiliates (even 

though the proposal does not expressly cover “related persons”), and presents a broad 
disruption of longstanding arrangements

§ Note that the SEC had just three years ago stated in its formal interpretation of an 
adviser’s fiduciary duties under the Advisers Act that whether these indemnity / 
exculpation clauses were inconsistent with an adviser’s fiduciary duties to an institutional 
client depends on all the facts and circumstances relating to the adviser’s client 
relationship and the sophistication of the client. At the time, the SEC cited only a few 
limited provisions as being inconsistent with the Advisers Act, such as waivers of specific 
adviser obligations under the Advisers Act

§ As formulated, these prohibitions on seeking reimbursement, indemnification, exculpation 
or limitation of liability could apply to other services (beyond advisory services) provided 
by an adviser or its affiliates to a private fund (e.g., fund administration or other non-
advisory services provided in-house or by affiliated service providers)
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Prohibited Practices (continued)

§ Reducing any Adviser / GP Clawback for Taxes. Private fund advisers would be prohibited from 
reducing the GP clawback by any actual, potential or hypothetical taxes applicable to the adviser or 
its related persons or owners 

§ A “clawback” includes any obligation of the adviser, its related persons (e.g., fund GP) or 
owners to restore or otherwise return any performance-based compensation to the private 
fund under its governing documents

§ Proposal would override a near-universal practice in private equity-type funds of GP clawbacks 
being reduced for tax liabilities (determined using commonly accepted and agreed tax rate 
assumptions) of the GP or its owners attributable to the relevant performance-based 
compensation

§ Because tax losses (if any) recognized by an adviser or its related persons in connection with a 
clawback payment are generally subject to substantial limitations (including in most cases a 
prohibition on carrying back such tax losses), the proposed change will in many cases put 
advisers in a worse after-tax position than if no performance-based compensation had been 
charged at all (a fact that the SEC acknowledged as a possibility in a footnote in the proposing 
release)

§ Because the proposed prohibition would apply to existing fund agreements after the proposed 
one-year transition period, this provision would be particularly onerous for GPs currently in a 
clawback position
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Prohibited Practices (continued)

§ Certain Non-Pro Rata Fee and Expense Allocations. Private fund advisers would be 
prohibited from charging or allocating fees and expenses related to a portfolio 
investment (or proposed portfolio investment) on a non-pro rata basis when multiple 
private funds or other clients of the adviser have invested (or proposed to invest) in 
the same portfolio investment 

§ Includes broken-deal expenses, as proposed, would allow non-committed co-
investors’ fees and expenses to be borne by the participating fund if permitted under 
such funds’ governing documents
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Prohibited Practices (continued)

§ Charging Certain Fees for Unperformed Services. Private fund advisers would be
prohibited from charging a portfolio investment for monitoring, servicing, consulting or
other fees (“Supplemental Fees”) for services that the investment adviser does not, or does
not reasonably expect to, provide to the portfolio investment

§ The proposed ban is clearly intended to target accelerated monitoring fees, but also
implicates other fee arrangements and is likely to create additional pressure on
advisers to justify the level of services performed for Supplemental Fees

§ Would not restrict an adviser from receiving Supplemental Fees for services actually
performed or charging Supplemental Fees in advance of services so long as such
services are, or are reasonably expected to be, performed (with prorated refunds of
Supplemental Fees in the event services are not actually performed)

§ Would not apply if the adviser applied a 100% management fee offset for
Supplemental Fees received by the adviser (with certain caveats)
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Prohibited Practices (continued)

§ Charging Certain Fees for Unperformed Services. Private fund advisers would be
prohibited from charging a portfolio investment for monitoring, servicing, consulting
or other fees (“Supplemental Fees”) for services that the investment adviser does
not, or does not reasonably expect to, provide to the portfolio investment
§ The proposed ban is clearly intended to target accelerated monitoring fees, but

also implicates other fee arrangements and is likely to create additional
pressure on advisers to justify the level of services performed for Supplemental
Fees

§ Would not restrict an adviser from receiving Supplemental Fees for services
actually performed or charging Supplemental Fees in advance of services so
long as such services are, or are reasonably expected to be, performed (with
prorated refunds of Supplemental Fees in the event services are not actually
performed)

§ Would not apply if the adviser applied a 100% management fee offset for
Supplemental Fees received by the adviser (with certain caveats)
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Prohibited Practices (continued)

§ Charging Regulatory, Investigation or Compliance Fees or Expenses. Private fund advisers
would be prohibited from charging a private fund any regulatory fees or expenses
(“Compliance Costs”) of the adviser or its related persons

§ Regulatory, compliance and similar fees and expenses directly related to the activities of
the private fund (e.g., Form D-related fees and expenses) would be chargeable to a fund if
adequately disclosed

§ For mixed Compliance Costs involving both the fund and adviser, an adviser may make a
“fair and equitable” allocation consistent with its fiduciary duty to clients

§ Any fees or expenses associated with an examination or investigation of the adviser or its
related persons by any government or regulatory authority would be prohibited

§ The prohibition is not limited to SEC-registered adviser examinations or investigations
and broadly applies to any governmental or regulatory authority and could pick up
state inquiries into fund “blue sky” filings or securities offerings, and portfolio
investment examinations or investigations (which, in many instances, would
appropriately be paid by the portfolio investment or fund to the extent the adviser or
its personnel become involved)
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Prohibited Practices (continued)

§ Prohibition on Certain Side Letter Provisions
§ Side letters that provide limited redemption rights when an investor would otherwise exceed 

a specified ownership threshold with particular tax or regulatory ramifications to the investor 
may be implicated

§ Advisers left to determine whether enhanced reporting for tax purposes, or to fulfill an 
investor’s bespoke internal information requirements, will have a “material, negative effect” 
on other investors

§ The proposal does not include a “grandfathering” provision, which presents implementation 
challenges for advisers who will be required to choose between attempted compliance with 
the new regime and breach of previously granted side letter provisions

§ Private fund advisers would be prohibited from entering into side letters or similar 
arrangements that would:

§ Provide a fund investor with preferential redemption rights with respect to its fund 
interest(s); or 

§ Provide information regarding the portfolio holdings or exposures (e.g., currency or 
interest rates, leverage) of the private fund where the adviser reasonably expects the 
information rights to have a material, negative effect on other investors in the fund
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Private Fund Adviser Rulemaking
§ Proposed Rules for Advisers to Private Funds – Prohibited Practices (continued)

§ Side Letter Disclosure Requirements. Other side letter terms (while not prohibited outright) would 
require written disclosures to current and prospective investors

§ Advisers would be required to describe lower fee terms granted to other investors with 
specificity, including the applicable rate or range of rates; alternatively, an adviser could 
comply with the proposed requirements by providing copies of all side letters (with identifying 
information regarding the investors redacted) or a written summary of the preferential terms 
provided to investors, so long as the summary specifically describes the preferential 
treatment

§ Implementation challenges will remain for sponsors who intend to keep their disclosures on 
granted side letter terms current for the other investors that are part of each fund closing

§ Borrowing from a Private Fund Client. Private fund advisers would be prohibited from borrowing 
money, securities or other fund assets, or receiving a loan or an extension of credit, from a private 
fund client

§ This prohibition raises a number of interpretive considerations. For instance, many private 
fund governing documents characterize certain amounts paid to the general partner as loans, 
rather than distributions, for tax purposes; the proposal would appear to implicate these 
practices

§ Under the current formulation, a question remains whether the SEC would prohibit financial 
institutions that are (or that are affiliated with) limited partners in a private fund from lending 
to the adviser or its personnel in ordinary commercial arrangements
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Custody Rule
The SEC voted 4-1 on Feb 15 to publish for comment amendments to the custody rule and related recordkeeping and 
Form ADV changes

The proposal would “redesignate” current custody rule 206(4)-2 as new rule 223-1 under the Advisers Act to be called 
the “Safeguarding client assets” rule.
The proposed new safeguarding client assets rule would:

§ Expand the scope of assets covered by the rule beyond funds and securities to include any client assets, existing 
both now and in the future, that investment advisers custody for their clients. 

§ Extend the definition of custody to include all of an adviser’s discretionary authority to trade client assets. The SEC 
has chosen to resolve the “non-DVP” custody issue by eliminating the “authorized trading” exception for all 
discretionary authority, whether settled on a delivery versus payment (DVP) or non-DVP basis. This broadening of 
the concept of custody could have significant implications.

§ Retain the current rule’s three categories of custody: (i) physical possession; (ii) certain arrangements when the 
adviser is authorized or permitted to instruct the client’s custodian; and (iii) circumstances when the adviser acts in 
certain capacities. 

§ Continue to require surprise exams, as described below, but not require surprise exams when the sole basis for the 
application of the rule is an adviser’s discretionary authority to transact in assets that settle on a DVP basis.

§ Modify the definition of qualified custodian to require having “possession or control” of advisory client assets. A 
foreign financial institution would also have to comply with anti-money laundering laws that are similar to the Bank 
Secrecy Act to be eligible to serve as a qualified custodian. 
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Custody Rule
The new rule would:
§ Require that an adviser enter into written agreements with qualified custodians and obtain reasonable 

assurances in writing from qualified custodians to ensure that clients receive the following nine minimum 
custodial protections.

§ A qualified custodian should: 
§ Exercise due care and implement appropriate measures to safeguard the advisory client’s assets;
§ Indemnify an advisory client when its negligence, recklessness, or willful misconduct results in that 

client’s loss;
§ Not be relieved of its responsibilities to an advisory client as a result of sub-custodial arrangements;
§ Clearly identify an advisory client’s assets and segregate those assets from its proprietary assets;
§ The client’s assets should remain free of liens in favor of a qualified custodian unless authorized in 

writing by the client;
§ Keep certain records relating to those assets;
§ Cooperate with an independent public accountant’s efforts to assess its safeguarding efforts;
§ Advisory clients should receive periodic custodial account statements directly from the qualified 

custodian;
§ Have internal controls relating to its custodial practices evaluated periodically for effectiveness; and
§ Reflect an adviser’s agreed-upon level of authority to effect transactions in the advisory client’s 

account. 
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Custody Rule
Specific Implications for Private Fund Advisers

• Imposes additional requirements on private fund advisers relying on the 
‘privately offered securities’ exemption from holding such securities with a 
qualified custodian by requiring (i) advisers to determine that the ownership 
cannot be otherwise custodied with a custodian that can maintain 
possession or control transfers of ownership and (ii) auditors to verify all of 
the privately offered securities in the course of an audit.

• For audited funds, the adviser must notify the auditor of any purchases, 
sales, or transfer of beneficial ownership within one business day, and such 
auditor would be required to notify the SEC if any discrepancies
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Private Fund Rulemaking Update
Form PF Rulemaking
• Proposed Form PF Amendments (proposed January 2022 and August 2022)

• New Event-Driven Reporting Requirements. The SEC’s proposed amendments to Form PF would require
immediate (i.e., within one (1) business day) reporting to the SEC (on a non-public basis) of certain events relating
to private equity funds, including:
• Adviser-led secondary transactions: current reporting upon the completion of any secondary transaction

initiated by the adviser or its related persons, including the completion date and a brief description of the
transaction

• General partner (“GP”) or limited partner (“LP”) clawbacks: current reporting upon implementation of any GP or
LP clawback, including the effective date of, and a brief description of the reason for, the clawback
• “GP clawback” includes an obligation of the GP or its related persons to return performance-based

compensation to a fund, as required by the fund’s governing documents
• “LP clawback” includes an obligation of a fund’s investors to return a distribution made by the fund to

satisfy a liability, obligation or expense of the fund, as required by the fund’s governing documents, in
excess of 10% of a fund’s aggregate capital commitments

• GP Removal, elective termination of investment period or elective termination of fund: current reporting if
investors take formal action to remove the adviser as GP, elect to terminate the fund’s investment period or
elect to terminate the fund, including reporting the effective date and description of the termination event



Private Fund Rulemaking Update
Form PF Rulemaking
§ Proposed Form PF Amendments (continued)

§ Lower Reporting Threshold. The proposed amendments would lower the reporting threshold for “large
private equity advisers” from $2 billion to $1.5 billion in private equity fund assets under management

§ Additional Information Required in Form PF for Private Equity Fund Advisers. The proposal would
amend Form PF to add new questions for large private equity advisers on:
§ Fund investment strategies
§ Restructurings or recapitalizations of portfolio companies
§ Investments in different levels of a single portfolio company’s capital structure
§ Fund-level borrowings
§ Financing of or extension of credit to portfolio companies
§ Controlled portfolio companies and borrowings of controlled portfolio companies



Private Fund Rulemaking Update
Form PF Rulemaking
§ Proposed Form PF Amendments (continued)

§ Enhanced Reporting by Advisers and Private Funds. The proposed amendments would require 
additional information about advisers and their private funds to be reported 
§ Information would include identifying information, assets under management, withdrawal and 

redemption rights, gross asset value and net asset value, inflows and outflows, base currency, 
borrowings and types of creditors, fair value hierarchy, beneficial ownership and fund performance 
§ Particularly, advisers would be required to disaggregate master-feeder and parallel fund 

structures and report each fund separately, regardless of how the fund reports these internally

§ Enhanced Reporting concerning Hedge Funds and Hedge Fund Advisers. The proposed amendments 
would require additional disclosures from both hedge funds (e.g., investment strategies, counterparty 
exposures and trading and clearing mechanisms) and hedge fund advisers (e.g., investment exposures, 
borrowing and counterparty exposure, market factor effects, currency exposure reporting, turnover, 
country and industry exposure, central clearing counterparty reporting, risk metrics, investment 
performance by strategy, portfolio correlation, portfolio liquidity and financing liquidity)



Cybsecurity Rule
§ Investment Adviser Cybersecurity Rule Proposal (proposed February 2022)

§ The SEC proposed Cybersecurity Rule would require SEC-registered investment advisers to:
§ Adopt and implement written policies and procedures that are reasonably designed to address 

cybersecurity risks for the adviser and its funds
§ Confidentially report significant cybersecurity incidents to the SEC through new Form ADV-C
§ Enhance disclosures to investors related to cybersecurity risks and incidents

§ The proposed Cybersecurity Rule also includes corresponding amendments to the Advisers Act’s 
Books and Records Rule
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ESG Rulemaking
Key Components
Applicability
§ Includes Provisions Applicable: 

§ to open-end and closed-end registered investment companies and 
business development companies (referred to as “registered 
funds”)

§ registered investment advisers (“RIAs”)
§ Fund and Strategy Categories
§ Distinguishes among registered funds and the strategies that RIAs 

advise on based on the extent to which they consider ESG in their 
investment practices (Integration, ESG-focused, or Impact)

§ Greenhouse Gas Emissions
§ Requires registered funds that consider environmental factors to 

disclose the greenhouse gas emissions footprint and intensity of their 
portfolios unless they explicitly disclose that they do not consider 
emissions as part of the investment strategy

§ Voting and Engagement
§ Requires registered funds that use proxy voting or engagement as a 

significant part of their ESG strategy to disclose:
§ how they voted on ESG-related issues; number of companies with 

which they directly engaged on ESG goals; progress on such 
engagements, as applicable
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ESG Rulemaking
§ Proposed Form ADV Part 2A Brochure Requirements:

§ For advisers employing ESG considerations in any of their investment strategies or methods of analysis: 
§ Requires explanation on whether each such strategy or method of analysis is ESG integration, ESG focused, or impact; 
§ For ESG integration and ESG-focused strategies, requires a description of the ESG factor or factors considered, and 

how the adviser incorporates these factors with respect to investments, and whether and how E, S, or G factors, or a 
combination of ESG factors are incorporated.

§ Impact strategies must also provide details on how the adviser measures its progress in meeting ESG goals, such as 
KPIs and time horizons

§ Describe the use of any internal or third-party methodologies or frameworks, scoring or rating providers, inclusionary or 
exclusionary screens, or ESG indexes

§ Describe any ESG-related voting policies and procedures
§ Disclose material arrangements with related-person ESG consultants or service providers

§ Proposed Form ADV Part 1A Requirements:
§ Identify whether each reported fund is ESG integration, ESG focused, or impact
§ Report the name of any third-party ESG framework followed, as well whether the adviser or any related persons are ESG 

consultants or service providers

§ Key Takeaways
§ The rulemaking would require disclosure of ESG considerations in investment strategies regardless of ESG’s overall 

significance or materiality to the strategy, a departure from the SEC’s current disclosure regime
§ The SEC has not defined the terms E, S, or G — or what constitutes an ESG investment strategy — making it possible that a 

broad variety of strategies may be categorized as integration strategies under the proposal
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Adviser Outsourcing
• The proposal would cover any “core” outsourced function or service (“covered function”) that:

o Is necessary for the adviser to provide its investment adviser services in compliance with the Federal securities 
laws, and

o If not performed or performed negligently, would be reasonably like to cause a material negative impact on the 
adviser’s clients or the adviser’s ability to provide investment adviser services.

• While the SEC explained that the definition of covered function is a “facts and circumstances test” and excludes 
certain clerical or ministerial functions or services, the definition a proposed potentially could capture a broad range 
of services and functions.

• As proposed, the due diligence review would consists of several prescribed elements which include not only 
identifying and assessing the risks of outsourcing a covered function to a service provider, but also obtaining certain 
“reasonable assurances” from the service provider (e.g., regarding coordination on the adviser’s securities law 
compliance).

• The proposed rule also would require periodic monitoring and reassessments of a service provider’s performance 
and whether the arrangement continue to be appropriate under the due diligence requirements of the rule. 

• Further, the proposal further contains related books and records requirements, including a new provision specifically 
addressing the retention of outsourced recordkeepers. In addition, advisers would be required to disclose certain 
census-like information about covered functions and outsourced service providers on Form ADV.
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Exam Process Developments
§ Complexity, Length, Format, Scope and Timing
§ Staff Interactions
§ Referrals to Enforcement
§ Recently Released Examinations Priorities for 2023
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Exam Priorities 2023
• The SEC indicated its enhanced review of registered advisers to private funds, specifically:

• Conflicts of Interest generally
• Calculation and allocation of fees and expenses (including calculation of post-

commitment period management fees and impact of valuation practices)
• Compliance with new performance advertising and compensated testimonials 

solicitations (i.e., Marketing Rule)
• Compliance with the Custody Rule (including the “audit exception” to the surprise 

examination requirement and related reporting and updating of Form ADV, and timely 
delivery of statements and selection of permissible auditors) 

• Policies surrounding Section 204A (i.e, insider trading and MNPI)
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Exam Priorities 2023
Other Highlights:

• highly-leveraged private funds
• private funds managed side-by-side with BDCs
• private equity funds that use affiliated companies and advisory personnel to provide services to 

their fund clients and underlying portfolio companies
• private funds that hold certain hard-to-value investments, such as crypto assets and real estate-

connected investments, with an emphasis on commercial real estate
• private funds that invest in or sponsor Special Purpose Acquisition Companies (SPACs) and 
• private funds involved in adviser-led restructurings, including stapled secondary transactions and 

continuation funds.
• ESG investing
• Information security and operational resilience
• Crypto assets and emerging financial technology
• Monitoring electronic communications
• Selecting and using third-party service providers
• Oversight and approval process of of client fees and expenses
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MNPI
§ Examinations Risk Alert on Investment Adviser Compliance issues released April 2022 highlighted 

deficiencies under the Advisers Act’s Code of Ethics Rule, including the following deficiencies 
regarding material, nonpublic information (“MNPI”):

§ Policies and procedures related to Alternative Data. Some advisers used data from 
non-traditional sources (“alternative data”), but did not adopt or implement reasonably 
designed written policies and procedures to address the potential risk of receipt and 
use of MNPI through alternative data sources

§ Policies and procedures related to so-called “value-add investors.” Some advisers 
did not have or implement adequate policies and procedures regarding investors (or 
in the case of institutional investors, key persons) who are more likely to possess 
MNPI, including officers or directors at a public company, principals or portfolio 
managers at asset management firms and investment bankers

§ Policies and procedures related to “expert networks.” Some advisers did not appear 
to have or implement adequate policies and procedures regarding their discussions 
with expert network consultants who may be related to publicly-traded companies or 
have access to MNPI
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MNPI
§ The Alert highlighted deficiencies under the Advisers Act’s Code of Ethics Rule, including the 

following deficiencies regarding MNPI (continued):
§ Identification of “access persons.” Some advisers did not identify and supervise 

certain employees as access persons in accordance with the Code of Ethics Rule.  
Many adviser codes did not define “access person” or accurately reflect which 
employees are considered access persons

§ Access persons did not obtain required pre-approval for certain investments. Some 
advisers’ access persons purchased beneficial ownership in initial public offerings 
and limited offerings without requisite pre-approval

§ Personal securities transactions and holdings. Deficiencies related to the required 
reporting of access persons’ personal securities transactions and holdings, including:
§ Review of holdings and transaction reports
§ Submission of holdings and transaction reports
§ Content of holdings and transaction reports
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Investment Advisers Sweep
The SEC indicated its enhanced review of registered advisers to private funds, specifically:
§ On October 4, 2022 the SEC Division of Enforcement began a sweep investigation of 

registered investment advisers. Kirkland is aware of approximately twenty registered 
investment advisers receiving requests for information, generally with substantial assets 
under management, although other advisers may also have received requests

§ The request asks for several categories of information including:
§ Policies and procedures on Electronic Communications including reminders, training and related 

topics;
§ The names of individuals responsible for enforcing such policies and procedures and a log of any 

violations;
§ Documents sufficient to identify all violations of the firm’s Electronic Communications policies and 

procedures including remedial measures undertaken by the firm (Item 8); and
§ The names of individuals at the adviser with primary responsibility for: (i) making investment 

decisions for client accounts; (ii) communication with clients; and (iii) executing trades (Item 9)
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Focus Extends to Examinations
§ A recent Division of Examinations request letter contained the following:
§ Please explain the steps taken by the Adviser to monitor, review, and retain electronic Communications related to 

the Adviser's business. Electronic Communications include, but are not limited to, email, text messages, 
messaging apps, instant messages, Bloomberg messaging, and private messaging on social media sites

§ Please address the following: 
§ whether supervised persons are permitted to use personal devices for firm business or are permitted to use 

any form of electronic Communication other than Adviser email accounts for business purposes; 
§ if so, what steps the Adviser takes to approve the use of such personal devices or additional means of 

electronic Communications; and 
§ what steps the Adviser takes to ensure that supervised persons only use approved means of electronic 

Communications to conduct firm-related business

§ Please also explain the Adviser's policies on use of Dropbox, Google Drive, and other forms of cloud storage by 
supervised persons
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Steps for Advisers to Take
• Review policies and procedures to ensure they are tightly drafted to decrease risk of 

violations
• Conduct additional training of personnel that focus on e-communications and 

enterprise risk associated with non-compliance
• Implement surveillance program measures and routines to ensure personal devices 

are used properly
• Assess new technological solutions available to meet record requirements, including 

tracking of employee uptake of new solutions
• Adopt framework to address non-compliance by firm employees 
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Implementation of Investment Adviser Marketing Rule  - New FAQ

Q. When an adviser displays the gross performance of one investment (e.g., a case study) or a group of investments 
from a private fund, must the adviser show the net performance of the single investment and the group of 
investments?
A.Yes. The staff believes that displaying the performance of one investment or a group of investments in a private 
fund is an example of extracted performance under the new marketing rule.[1] Because the extracted performance 
provision was intended, in part, to address the risk that advisers would present misleadingly selective profitable 
performance with the benefit of hindsight, the staff believes the provision should be read to apply to a subset of 
investments (i.e., one or more). Accordingly, an adviser may not show gross performance of one investment or a 
group of investments without also showing the net performance of that single investment or group of investments, 
respectively.[2] In addition, the adviser must satisfy the other tailored disclosure requirements as well as the general 
prohibitions, including the general prohibition against specific investment advice not presented in a fair and balanced 
manner, when showing extracted performance.[3]

[1]Extracted performance means “the performance results of a subset of investments extracted from a portfolio.” Rule 206(4)-1(e)(6).See section II.E.5 of the adopting release.

[2]The rule prohibits any presentation of gross performance in an advertisement unless the advertisement also presents net performance.See section II.E.1of the adopting release. The gross and net performance requirement applies to 
not only an entire portfolio but also to any portion of a portfolio that is included in extracted performance.Seesections II.E.1(a) and (b) and the definitions of gross and net performance in rule 206(4)-1(e)(7) and (10) (“Net 
performancemeans the performance results of a portfolio (or portions of a portfolio that are included inextracted performance…”)). The adopting release also states that the rule requires that advisers that show extracted performance 
must show net and gross performance for the applicable subset of investments extracted from a portfolio.See section II.E.1.a. of the adopting release (discussing gross performance).

[3]The adopting release states that “advisers should evaluate the particular facts and circumstances that may be relevant to investors, including the assumptions, factors, and conditions that contributed to the performance, and include 
appropriate disclosures or other information such that the advertisement does not violate the general prohibitions…or other applicable law.”See section II.E.1of the adopting release (discussing the net performance requirement). In 
addition, it would be considered “misleading under the final rule to present extracted performance in an advertisement without disclosing whether it reflects an allocation of the cash held by the entire portfolio and the effect of such 
cash allocation, or of the absence of such an allocation, on the results portrayed.”See section II.E.5of the adopting release (discussing extracted performance).
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